
AVAILABLE TO LET

BURJ KHALIFA, DOWNTOWN DUBAI
Downtown Dubai - Dubai - United Arab Emirates



A unique opportunity offering corporate occupiers the
chance to move into one of the most prestigious and
globally recognized offices in the world - Burj Khalifa
Burj Khalifa is the worlds tallest building
measuring 829 metres. The building is a global
icon and is a ‘Vertical City’ and ‘A Living Wonder'
which rises gracefully from the desert, honoring
the city with its extraordinary union of art,
engineering, and meticulous craftsmanship. 
It is located at the heart of Downtown Dubai
overlooking the fountain and a short walk from
the Dubai Mall, Souk Al Bahar and the Burj
Khalifa Metro Station
JLL are pleased to present this unique
opportunity to lease up to full floors of office
accommodation in the Burj Khalifa “Corporate
Suites.” The Corporate Suites are the ultimate
business destination and this unique opportunity
offers corporate occupiers the chance to have
one of the most prestigious and globally
recognized addresses in the world. 
The offices offer unrivaled 360 degree
breathtaking views over the city. A full floor unit
can extend up to 11,355 sq.ft.
Tenants will benefit from access to the Sky Lobby
which is a first-class business lounge, located
123 stories above ground level. The Sky Lobby is
the breath-taking entry to the Corporate Suites
and is accessed via a dedicated bank of private
elevators.

Building type Office
Marketed by: JLL Dubai
For more information please visit: 
https://realla.co/burj-khalifa-downtown-dubai
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Located at the heart of Downtown Dubai overlooking the fountain and a short walk from
the Dubai Mall, Souk Al Bahar and the Burj Khalifa Metro Station

The Burj Khalifa is a global icon and is a ‘Vertical City’ and ‘A Living Wonder' which rises
gracefully from the desert, honoring the city with its extraordinary union of art,

engineering, and meticulous craftsmanship

Worlds tallest building measuring 829 metres

The Corporate Suites are the ultimate business destination and this unique opportunity
offers corporate occupiers the chance to have one of the most prestigious and globally

recognized addresses in the world

Access to the Sky Lobby which is a first-class business lounge which is located 123
stories above ground level

Detailed pricing information is available upon application

No agency fees applicable

For further information or to request a viewing of the Burj Khalifa please contact the
exclusive leasing agent listed here
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Units & availability
UnitUnit Sq ftSq ft Sq mSq m CommentsComments

Floor 113 11,355 1,055.3 Fully Fitted

Floor 119 11,269 1,047.3 Shell & Core

Floor 126 8,445 784.9 Shell & Core

Floor 130 8,807 818.5 Shell & Core

Floor 133 8,807 818.5 Shell & Core

Total sizeTotal size 48,68348,683 4,524.44,524.4
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Notes:

toby.hall@jll.com

JLL Dubai
Toby

Property descriptions and related information displayed on this page are marketing materials provided by JLL. Realla does not warrant or accept
any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the property descriptions or related information provided here and they do not constitute
property particulars. JLL Dislaimer JLL for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are, give notice that:- a.
the particulars are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an offer or contract; b. all descriptions,
dimensions, references to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation, and other details are believed to be correct, but any
intending purchasers, tenants or third parties should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but satisfy themselves that they are
correct by inspection or otherwise; c. no person in the employment of JLL has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty
whatever in relation to the property; d. Any images maybe computer generated. Any photographs show only parts of the property as they appeared
at the time they were taken @2015 Jones Lang LaSalle
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